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SECTION – A

Answer any 10 questions, each question carries 2 marks. (10×2=20)

1. a) What is foreign project appraisal ?

b) What is Interest rate parity ?

c) What are currency futures ?

d) What is Swap ?

e) What are Masala Bonds ?

f) What is arbitrage ?

g) What are options ?

h) Write a note on Hedging.

i) What is Foreign exchange risk ?

j) What is cross border leasing ?

k) How can an MNC implement leading and lagging techniques to help subsidiaries
in need of funds ?

l) What are forward markets ?
SECTION – B

Answer any 4 questions, each question carries 5 marks. (4×5=20)

2. Explain theory of purchasing power parity.

3. Assume the following information :
Spot rate of Mexican Peso = $0.100
180 day forward rate of Mexican Peso = $0.098
180 day Mexican interest rate = 6%
180 day US interest rate = 5%

Given this information, is covered interest arbitrage worth while for Mexican
investors who have Pesos to invest ?
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4. Brian Tull sold a put option on Canadian dollars for $0.03 per unit. The strike
price was $0.75 and the spot rate at the time, the option was exercised was
$0.72. Assume Brian immediately sold off the Canadian dollars received when
the option was exercised. Also assume that there are 50000 units in a Canadian
dollar option. What was Brian’s net profit on the put option ?

5. Explain the major objectives of the IMF.

6. Explain the various participants in the foreign exchange market.

7. Explain the benefits of netting. How can a centralized cash management system
be beneficial to the MNC ?

SECTION – C

Answer any 2 question, each question carries 10 marks. (2×10=20)

8. ABC Co. expects to receive US$5,00,000 in one year. The existing spot rate of
the Singapore dollar is $0.60. The one-year forward rate of the Singapore dollar
is $0.62. ABC Co. created a probability distribution for the future spot rate in one
year as follows :

Future Spot rate     Probability

$0.61 20%

$0.63 50%

$0.67 30%

Assume that one-year put options on Singapore dollars are available, with an
exercise price of $0.63 and a premium of $0.04 per unit. One year call options on
Singapore dollars are available with an exercise price of $0.60 and a premium of
$0.03 per unit. Assume the following money market rates :

US    Singapore

Deposit rate 8% 5%

Borrowing rate 9% 6%

Given this information, determine whether a forward hedge, money market hedge
or a currency options hedge would be most appropriate. Then compare the most
appropriate hedge to an unhedged strategy and decide whether ABC Co. should
hedge its receivables position.



9. Beth Miller does not believe that International Fischer Effect (IFE) holds. Current
one year interest rate in Europe are 5%, while one year interest rate in the US
are 3%. Beth converts $1,00,000 to Euros and invests them in Germany. One
year later, she converts the Euros back to dollars. The current spot rate of the
Euro is $1.10.

i) According to the IFE, what should be the spot rate of the Euro in one year ?

ii) If the spot rate of the Euro in one year is $1.00, what is Beth’s percentage
return from her strategy ?

iii) If the spot rate of the Euro in one year is $1.08, what is Beth’s percentage
return from her strategy ?

iv) What must be the spot rate of the Euro in one year for Beth’s strategy to be
successful ?

10. Discuss the factors to be considered in multinational capital budgeting.

SECTION – D

11. Case study : (1×10=10)

Last year, the Yuan devaluation scare first surfaced when the Peoples Bank of
China adjusted the Yuan reference rate lower by 1.9% on August 11 and said
that it was a one-time adjustment before moving to a mechanism that makes the
currency better linked with market forces.

One week later, the scare resurfaced when the reference rate was moved 0.5%
lower by the Chinese Central Bank. It once again panicked global markets that
China was going to value Yuan sharply lower to make its exports more competitive.

There was a misconception that Peoples Bank of China has moved the reference
rate lower only on these two occasions. But after August 11, 2015, the reference
rate of the Yuan is daily being set after taking into account the previous day’s
close, the movement of other major currencies and the demand and supply
conditions in the foreign exchange market. The currency is then allowed to move
2% on either side of the reference rate in a session. So while in some sessions
the reference rate has moved lower in others it has moved higher.

i) What is meant by devaluation and revaluation of currency ?

ii) Why did China devalued its currency ?

iii) Why is it important for the world economy ?

iv) How does it affect India ?
_______________________
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